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Abstract

Adenovirus E4orf4 protein induces the death of human cancer cells and Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Binding of E4orf4 to the
B/B55/Cdc55 regulatory subunit of protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) is required, and such binding inhibits PP2AB55 activity
leading to dose-dependent cell death. We found that E4orf4 binds across the putative substrate binding groove predicted
from the crystal structure of B55a such that the substrate p107 can no longer interact with PP2AB55a. We propose that
E4orf4 inhibits PP2AB55 activity by preventing access of substrates and that at high E4orf4 levels this inhibition results in cell
death through the failure to dephosphorylate substrates required for cell cycle progression. However, E4orf4 is expressed at
much lower and less toxic levels during a normal adenovirus infection. We suggest that in this context E4orf4 largely serves
to recruit novel substrates such as ASF/SF2/SRSF1 to PP2AB55 to enhance adenovirus replication. Thus E4orf4 toxicity
probably represents an artifact of overexpression and does not reflect the evolutionary function of this viral product.
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Introduction

When expressed alone at high levels E4orf4 protein of human

adenovirus induces the selective death of human tumor cells and

the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae [1–15]. Killing of cancer cells is

p53-independent and resembles apoptosis in some cell lines, but

seems to occur by mitotic catastrophe following mitotic arrest in

others [2,4,6,10,12,13,16]. Recent observations in a Drosophila

melanogaster model suggested that E4orf4 induces conflicting signals

to apoptotic pathways to influence the type of death response that

occurs [17]. Toxicity in yeast is also associated with mitotic arrest

[9,11] and we and others proposed that effects on APC/C lead to

abnormal progression through mitosis [9,14], and in the case of

cancer lines accumulation of G1-arrested diploid and tetraploid

cells prior to death [13,18].

Several E4orf4 interacting partners have been identified,

including c-Src [6,16,17] and the ATP-dependent chromatin-

remodeling factor ACF [19], that may contribute to effects

induced by E4orf4 expression; however, induction of cell death is

highly dependent on interactions with protein phosphatase 2A

(PP2A) [5,7–9,11,12,14,15,17,20–24]. PP2A is the most abundant

Ser/Thr phosphatase, exhibiting extensive pleiotropic activities

[25–32]. PP2A holoenzymes exist as heterotrimers of a catalytic C

subunit, an A subunit scaffold, and a B regulatory subunit that

determines intercellular localization and substrate specificity [33–

36]. About twenty mammalian B subunits exist in three classes

designated as B/B55, B9/B56, and B9, as well as B90 striatin/

SG2NA [29,37]. PP2A of S. cerevisiae is highly similar with respect

to organization, amino acid sequence, and sensitivity to inhibitors

[29]. The catalytic C subunit is encoded by two highly

homologous genes, PPH21 and PPH22 [38,39]. TPD3 encodes

the A subunit, which has a structure similar to mammalian A

subunits [40]. Only two B-type regulatory subunits exist, encoded

by CDC55 and RTS1, which are highly related to the mammalian

B/B55 and B9/B56 families, respectively [41,42].

Products of several small DNA tumor viruses target PP2A either

to enhance viral replication or to facilitate cell transformation [43];

however, whereas the interaction of small T antigens of both SV40

and polyoma viruses result in replacement of the B regulatory

subunit [44–48], the adenovirus E4orf4 protein binds to the

complete PP2A holoenzyme. E4orf4 can associate with PP2A

holoenzymes through interactions with the B55a regulatory

subunit [5,7]. Although an earlier report suggested some

interaction with the B9/B56 class [8], in our studies E4orf4
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binding could only be detected with the four members (a, b, c, and

d) of the B/B55 class [12]. E4orf4 also interacts with Cdc55, the

yeast homolog of B55a, but not Rts1 [9,11,14,24]. E4orf4 contains

an arginine-rich nuclear and nucleolar targeting sequence [49]

that is also critical for binding to B55a [5,7] and Cdc55 [11]. In

yeast, deletion of CDC55 eliminates much of the E4orf4-induced

loss of cell viability [9,11,14,15,22]. Additionally, in both human

tumor cells and yeast, E4orf4 mutants that fail to bind B55a or

Cdc55 (termed by our group as class I) are defective in induction

of cell death [5,7,11,14].

Figure 1A shows the considerable amino acid similarity in

critical parts of Cdc55 and B55a. B55a contains seven WD40

repeats and its resolved crystal structure [50] (Figure 1B) shows

that it folds into a seven-bladed b-propeller protein, where each

blade is composed of four anti-parallel b-strands (a, b, c and d)

(Figure 1A). The crystal structure of B55a-containing PP2A

holoenzymes (Figure 2A) revealed that the b-hairpin arm on the

bottom face of B55a interacts with the A subunit, and the C

subunit binds to the other end through interactions with HEAT

repeats 11–15 of the A scaffolding subunit [50,51]. In vitro

phosphatase assays using purified PP2A subunits suggested that

the top face of B55a possesses a putative acidic substrate binding

groove, as mutations affecting residues Glu27, Lys48, and Asp197

decreased phosphatase activity against the substrate Tau [50].

E4orf4 was found to reduce PP2A activity in in vitro assays and

when expressed at high levels in mammalian cells to induce

hyperphosphorylation of certain PP2A substrates [12,52]. Addi-

tionally, low levels of okadaic acid or expression of I1
PP2A, both

PP2A inhibitors, actually were found to enhance E4orf4 toxicity

[12]. These results suggest that binding of E4orf4 protein inhibits

PP2A activity against at least some substrates if sufficiently high

levels are expressed and we believe that it is the failure to

dephosphorylate substrates necessary for cell cycle progression that

induces cell toxicity. The finding that E4orf4 toxicity is tumor cell-

specific makes it a potential candidate for development of new

cancer therapies [1–5,7,53]. Thus the establishment of the E4orf4

binding site on B55a/Cdc55 might further our understanding of

the mechanism of E4orf4-induced cell death and facilitate

development of small molecules that mimic E4orf4 action.

Previous mutational analyses by our group and others to

delineate the E4orf4 binding site were initiated before resolution of

the B55a crystal structure [21,22,24]. Most mutations that affected

E4orf4 binding were located within the b-sheets of the propeller

structure and thus likely to affect the intricate spacing of the b-

propeller structure of B/B55 subunits [24]. With the present

knowledge of the detailed structure of B55a [50] we revisited

the possibility of identifying the E4orf4 binding site on both

Cdc55 and B55a by introducing more meaningful mutations

located on exposed surfaces. Using this approach we delineated

regions of both Cdc55 and B55a involved in E4orf4 binding.

In both cases E4orf4 binding occurs across the putative sub-

strate binding groove, and with B55a, E4orf4 was shown to

prevent binding and dephosphorylation of the substrate p107,

suggesting that inhibition of PP2A activity may result from

interference with the access of substrates to the holoenzyme.

Nonetheless, we believe that the major function of E4orf4 during

viral replication, wherein E4orf4 levels are considerably lower, is

to target substrates such as ASF/SF2/SRSF1 to PP2AB55 to

enhance their dephosphorylation.

Results

Generation of Cdc55 and B55a mutants
As previous mutational analyses of both yeast Cdc55 and

mammalian B55a to delineate the E4orf4 binding site were

initiated prior to elucidation of the B55a crystal structure

[21,22,24], we embarked on a new study using a more meaningful

array of mutants. Although the crystal structure for Cdc55 has not

yet been determined, Figure 1A shows that approximately 56%

identity and a high degree of similarity exists between the

orthologs, except for two regions unique to Cdc55, located

between b2c and b2d, and b6c and b6d. Figures 1B and 1C

illustrate the structure of B55a and predicted structure of Cdc55,

respectively, where dark gray areas on Cdc55 indicate two regions

absent in B55a but distant from the predicted substrate binding

pocket. Differences entail an extended loop in the region where

the b-hairpin arm should be located, as well as an additional loop

not present in B55a that protrudes from the bottom face of Cdc55

(Figures 1B and 1C). The predicted Cdc55 structure also exhibits a

putative substrate binding groove similar to that of B55a. We used

site-directed mutagenesis to produce a series of mutants to map the

E4orf4 binding site on both Cdc55 and B55a, targeting residues

that were conserved between B55a and Cdc55 and present in

exposed surfaces. All residues targeted in this study are shown in

Figure 1A, and all mutations listed in Tables 1 (B55a) and 2

(Cdc55).

Residues in both B55a and Cdc55 required for E4orf4
binding are located north of the putative substrate
binding groove

Although many B55a mutants were generated and all rigorously

tested, only data pertaining to mutations affecting E4orf4 binding

will be discussed in detail. Mutations specified in Figure 1A and

Table 1 were made in FLAG-B55a-expressing plasmid DNAs that

were then transfected into H1299 cells along with HA-E4orf4-

expressing plasmid DNAs to test E4orf4 binding. Results from co-

immunoprecipitation experiments with protein extracts from these

cells are shown in Figure 3A, where HA-E4orf4 was immunopre-

cipitated using anti-HA antibodies and western blotting performed

using anti-FLAG antibodies to detect binding to FLAG-B55a
species. Unlike the binding of wild type B55a to E4orf4, a charge

reversal of Asp340 to Lys completely eliminated E4orf4 binding.

Mutation of nearby Ile342 and Phe343 to Ala residues individually

had either no effect or exhibited reduced binding, respectively;

however, in combination the I342A/F343A mutant was totally

Author Summary

The adenovirus E4orf4 protein when expressed alone at
high levels induces the death of human cancer cells but
not normal primary cells. It also is toxic in the yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which we have used as a model
system in some studies. Toxicity induced by the E4orf4
protein is largely dependent on its ability to associate with
the highly conserved B/B55/Cdc55 class of regulatory
subunits of protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), of which the
mammalian B55a species is best characterized structurally.
We showed previously that binding to B55a appears to
inhibit PP2A activity against at least some substrates. In
the present study, we mapped the E4orf4 binding site on
both yeast Cdc55 and mammalian B55a and propose how
such binding may inhibit PP2A activity. The implications of
E4orf4 binding on PP2A activity are of significant scientific
interest in terms of the process by which PP2A recognizes
and dephosphorylates its substrates. We also propose that
E4orf4 binding in the context of viral replication serves the
quite different function of introducing novel substrates for
dephosphorylation by the PP2A holoenzyme.

Adenovirus E4orf4 Binding Site on PP2AB55a/Cdc55
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Figure 1. Comparison of B55a and Cdc55. (A) Sequence alignment of B55a and Cdc55. Alignment is in relation to the crystal structure of B55a.
The positions (or proposed positions for Cdc55) of b-strands within blades 1 to 7 (e.g., b1a, etc.), the b-hairpin loops (b1 to b4), and the b-hairpin arm
are indicated above the sequences. Highlighted residues correspond to amino acids subjected to mutational analysis in b55a (top sequence) and
Cdc55 (bottom sequence) and are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. (B) Known B55a structure shown in ribbon and surface depictions with the
putative substrate binding groove of B55a indicated. (C) Predicted Cdc55 structure (as generated by ModWeb) shown in ribbon and surface
depictions. Highlighted in dark gray are residues that are most divergent from B55a in the primary sequence, as shown in (A).
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g001

Adenovirus E4orf4 Binding Site on PP2AB55a/Cdc55
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defective in E4orf4 binding. Conversion of nearby Lys345 to Ala

did not affect binding greatly; however, in combination the

I342A/F343A/K345A mutant was totally defective. In studies

such as these it is never certain that alteration of even a single

residue might induce a significant change in overall protein

conformation; however, results from co-immunoprecipitation

experiments showed that all mutants were still capable of

associating with the PP2A A subunit, suggesting that little overall

change in structure occurred. Thus Asp340 and Phe343 appear to

be important for E4orf4 binding. These residues mapped to a

helical region that protrudes from the top face of the main b-

propeller structure (Figure 2A). Interestingly, this region is located

just ‘‘north’’ of the putative substrate binding groove, where north is

defined relative to the orientation of B55a shown in Figure 2A,

and where the substrate binding groove runs ‘‘east-west’’ on the

top face of B55a/Cdc55, with east located near the catalytic

subunit.

Mutants were also generated in Cdc55, and again, only data

pertaining to mutations that had significant effects on E4orf4

binding will be discussed. Mutations, as specified in Figure 1A and

Figure 2. Summary of mutations in mammalian B55a and yeast Cdc55 that affected E4orf4 association. Structure of PP2AB55a and the
predicted structure of Cdc55. (A) Structure of B55a-containing PP2A holoenzymes (bottom). Highlighted in blue and magenta are all the residues
subjected to mutational analyses in this study, where magenta coloured residues indicate the location of mutations where E4orf4 binding was
reduced or lost. Residues found to be involved in E4orf4 binding located both north and south of the putative substrate binding groove are indicated
in a zoomed-in panel (top) and listed in Table 4, where mutants are compared to wild type Cdc55. Also indicated are residues E27, K48, and D197 that
have been previously shown to be involved in Tau dephosphorylation [50]. PP2A A subunit (yellow), PP2A C subunit (green). (B) Predicted structure
of Cdc55 (bottom). Highlighted in red and magenta are all the residues subjected to mutational analyses in this study, where magenta coloured
residues indicate the location of mutations where E4orf4 binding was reduced or lost. Residues found to be involved in E4orf4 binding located both
north and south of the putative substrate binding groove are indicated in a zoomed-in panel (top) and listed in Table 4.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g002

Adenovirus E4orf4 Binding Site on PP2AB55a/Cdc55
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Table 2, were made and plasmid DNAs expressing altered Cdc55

proteins were transformed into yeast cells. A strain lacking

CDC55 was used, to yield yeast cells exogenously expressing

FLAG-tagged versions of wild type or mutant Cdc55, in the

presence or absence of E4orf4 expressed from a second plasmid

DNA. Figure 3B shows results from an experiment in which

Cdc55 mutants were assessed for E4orf4 and A subunit binding

in reciprocal co-immunoprecipitation studies. Cdc55 mutants

involving reversal of negative charge on Asp342, Glu345, and

Asp347 individually, or in combination, were tested. Of the three,

D347K had a pronounced effect relative to wild type Cdc55, and

the D342K/E345K/D347K triple mutant was also incapable of

binding E4orf4, even though all were capable of interacting with

Tpd3. Alteration of these residues to Ala yielded similar results

(data not shown). It should be noted that D347K is the yeast

equivalent to D340K in B55a shown in Figure 3A that failed to

bind E4orf4. Placement of Asp347 on the predicted structure of

Cdc55 is shown in Figure 2B.

To correlate E4orf4 binding with toxicity, cell growth assays

were conducted in the presence of either empty or E4orf4-

expressing plasmid DNAs using cdc55D background yeast strains

exogenously expressing Cdc55 north mutants under the normal

CDC55 promoter. Table 3 summarizes cell growth assays as well as

PP2A holoenzyme-forming capabilities of the Cdc55 mutants,

where all mutants are compared to wild type Cdc55 and

representative data are shown in Figure S1. All mutants were

capable of reconstituting rapamycin sensitivity like wild type

Cdc55, supporting the observation that all were capable of

interacting with Tpd3 in Figure 3B. The ability of Cdc55 north

mutants to bind E4orf4 closely correlated with E4orf4-induced cell

death. E4orf4 was toxic or partially toxic in cells expressing the

D342K and E345K mutants, respectively, both of which were able

to associate with E4orf4; however, in cells expressing D347K and

D342K/E345K/D347K that were unable to bind E4orf4, little

Table 1. B55a residues subjected to point mutations.

B55a Point Mutations:

D22K E223K

D23K E270K

D24K E271K

E27K E283K

D22K/D23K/D24K/E27K Y337A

E27R Y337F

K48R E338K

E27K/K48R D340A

E58K D340K

E70K I342A

L87A E91A/E93A/E94A/I342A

E91K F343A

E93K E27R/F343A

E27K/E93K K48E/F343A

E94K E91A/E93A/E94A/F343A

K95D D116K/F343A

E91A/E93A/E94A D197K/F343A

E91K/E93K/E94K D340A/F343A

E91A/E93A/E94A/K95A I342A/F343A

D116K D344K

E126K K345A

R127E K345D

Y192A D340A/K345A

D197K I342A/F343A/K345A

E27K/D197K D414K

E27K/K48R/D197K A432L

F343A/D197K Y192A/A432L

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.t001

Table 2. Cdc55 residues subjected to point mutations.

Cdc55 Point Mutations:

E24A/D26A

E32A/D34A

E61A/Y62A

D72A/E74A/D76A

E82A

E84A

E85A

K86A

E82A/E84A/E85A/K86A

E82K

E84K

E85K

K86E

E82K/E84K/E85K/K86E

D107A/K108A/T109A

K111A/K114A

E117A/K118A

K136A/K137A

K176A/R177A

H183A/H186A

S194A/D195A/E197A

E230A/E231A/E234A

K255A/K259A

K272A/K274A

E277A/E278A/D281A

T289A/E290A

K337A/R339A

D342A

E345A

D347A

D342A/E345A/D347A

D342K

E345K

D347K

D342K/E345K/D347K

Y344A

Y344F

I349A

F350A

K352A

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.t002

Adenovirus E4orf4 Binding Site on PP2AB55a/Cdc55
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toxicity was observed. Taken together, these results suggested that

E4orf4 binds to comparable helical regions on both Cdc55 and

B55a that protrude from the top face of the main b-propeller

structure located just north of the putative substrate binding groove,

and that this binding correlates with the ability of E4orf4 to induce

cell death.

Residues in both B55a and Cdc55 south of the substrate
binding groove are also involved in E4orf4 binding

Additional residues involved in E4orf4 binding located south of

the putative Cdc55 substrate binding groove were identified

using further Cdc55 mutants involving charge reversals of

Glu82, Glu84, Glu85 and Lys86, either individually or in

combination. Figure 4A shows that although all mutants were

still able to bind Tpd3, E82K and E85K bound E4orf4 at

slightly reduced levels and K86E was similar to wild type Cdc55;

however, E84K and the combined mutant were completely

deficient. Similar results were obtained with Ala substitutions

(data not shown).

Cell growth assays were performed with these mutants, with

results again summarized in Table 3 and representative data

shown in Figure S2. All mutants were capable of reconstituting

rapamycin sensitivity. E4orf4 was partially toxic in cells expressing

E82K that was partially defective in E4orf4 binding. E4orf4

exhibited reduced toxicity with E84K and E82K/E84K/E85K/

K86E that failed to interact stably with E4orf4. E4orf4-induced

toxicity was low with mutants E85K and K86E, despite the fact

that they were partially defective or apparently normal for E4orf4

binding, respectively. Thus unlike the Cdc55 north mutants, the

ability of south mutants to bind E4orf4 poorly correlated with

E4orf4 toxicity.

Taken together, these results suggested that this region of Cdc55

is also implicated in E4orf4 binding. Placement of Glu82, Glu84,

and Glu85 on the predicted Cdc55 structure is shown in Figure 2B,

indicating a region south of the putative substrate binding groove

directly across from the helical region previously found to be

involved in E4orf4 binding.

Because a region south of the Cdc55 putative substrate binding

groove was implicated in E4orf4 binding, studies were conducted

to determine if this region also plays a role with mammalian B55a.

Corresponding mutations were generated and introduced into

B55a-expressing plasmid DNAs and tested for E4orf4 and PP2A A

binding as in Figure 3A. Figure 4B shows that unlike the situation

in yeast, B55a mutant E91A/E93A/E94A appeared normal for

E4orf4 binding; however, all or almost all binding was lost when

these amino acid alterations were combined with north mutations,

namely I342A and F342A that alone exhibited wild type or only

partially reduced binding, respectively. All mutants formed PP2A

holoenzymes as all were capable of co-immunoprecipitating with

the A subunit. These results suggested that this region of B55a
south of the putative substrate binding groove is also implicated in

E4orf4 binding (Figure 2A).

Taken together, these results suggested that the interaction of

E4orf4 with the north region of B55a is much stronger than with

the region to the south. They also suggested that with Cdc55 a

significant interaction with E4orf4 takes place on both sides of the

putative substrate binding groove. These differences in binding

may not be surprising and the fact that E4orf4 binds both

efficiently and functionally to Cdc55 reflects a remarkable

conservation of structure from yeast to man. And importantly,

the mutational analyses in yeast were invaluable, as it may not

otherwise have been possible to implicate the south region of B55a
in binding.

Figure 3. Mutations north of the substrate binding groove
affect E4orf4 association with B55a and Cdc55. E4orf4 association
with mammalian B55a and yeast Cdc55 mutants affecting regions north
of the putative substrate binding groove. (A) Co-immunoprecipitation
experiments where HA-E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated using anti-HA
antibodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG antibodies to
detect binding of wild type FLAG-B55a (B55a) to mutant species
(D340K, I342A, F343A, I342A/F343A, K345A, and I342A/F343A/K352A).
All mutant B55a species were immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG
antibodies and western blots performed using anti-PP2A A antibodies
to detect the PP2A holoenzyme-forming abilities of B55a mutants
shown. Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for FLAG-B55a species, HA-
E4orf4, and PP2A A scaffolding subunit. (B) Co-immunoprecipitation
experiments where wild type FLAG-Cdc55 or mutant species (D342K,
E345K, D347K, and D342K/E345K/D347K) were immunoprecipitated
using anti-FLAG antibodies and western blots performed using anti-HA
antibodies to detect HA-E4orf4 binding (top). Reciprocal co-immuno-
precipitation experiments where HA-E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated
using anti-HA antibodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG
antibodies to detect binding of wild type or mutant FLAG-Cdc55 to HA-
E4orf4 (bottom). Co-immunoprecipitation between wild type or mutant
Cdc55 species and the scaffolding A subunit Tpd3 was assessed to
determine whether the mutation altered the global protein structure.
Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for HA-E4orf4 and Tpd3 (middle).
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g003

Adenovirus E4orf4 Binding Site on PP2AB55a/Cdc55
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The E4orf4 and Tau substrate binding sites partially
overlap

To characterize E4orf4 binding further, additional B55a
mutants were tested as before. D116K and D197K, the latter

previously proposed to be implicated in binding of the Tau

substrate [50], alone were capable of associating normally with

E4orf4 (Figure 5A); however, binding was lost when these

alterations were combined with the F343A north mutation, which

alone exhibited only slightly reduced binding. Again, co-immu-

noprecipitation experiments involving the PP2A A subunit showed

that the overall structure of the B55a mutants was mostly intact, as

all mutants were capable of associating with the PP2A A subunit.

These results suggested that both Asp116 and Asp197 of B55a are

also implicated in interactions with E4orf4. The remaining

residues proposed to be involved in Tau binding [50] were also

modified and mutants assessed for E4orf4 binding. Figure 5B

shows that as with D197K, E27R and K48E alone were able to

bind E4orf4 normally, as was the case with a mutant combining

alterations in all three residues involved in Tau dephosphorylation

(E27R/K48E/D197K); however, as previously seen when the

D197K mutation was combined with the F343A north mutation,

the combined mutant E27R/F343A also lost the ability to bind

E4orf4. Interestingly, the combined mutant K48E/F343A exhib-

ited no additional loss of E4orf4 binding when compared to F343A

alone. These results suggested that there is considerable but not

complete overlap in the binding sites of E4orf4 and the PP2A

substrate Tau (see Figure 2A).

Binding of class II E4orf4 mutants differs from wild type
We previously described two classes of E4orf4 mutants. Class I

are unable to bind to B55a/Cdc55 and induce significantly

reduced toxicity. Class II bind B55a/Cdc55, but nonetheless have

reduced toxicity, suggesting that binding is not sufficient to exert a

biological effect [7,11]. To determine if differences in binding to

B55a could explain the class II phenotype we examined binding of

representative class II E4orf4 mutants K88A and W21A [7] to

B55a species bearing both north (F343A) and south (E91K/E93K/

E94K) mutations. F343A was chosen as it was partially defective in

wild type E4orf4 binding (Figure 3A) whereas the E91/E93/E94

south B55a mutant exhibited normal levels of binding of wild type

E4orf4 when the residues were converted to alanines (Figure 4B).

HA-E4orf4 proteins (wt, K88A and W21A) were co-expressed

with FLAG-B55a (wild type, F343A, and E91K/E93K/E94K) in

H1299 cells and binding assays were conducted. Figure 6 shows

that whereas both class II mutants interacted well with wild type

B55a, both exhibited greatly reduced binding to north (F343A) and

south (E91K/E93K/E94K) mutant B55a species. These results

demonstrated a clear difference in the interaction of wild type and

class II E4orf4 proteins with B55a.

E4orf4 prevents binding of the PP2AB55a substrate p107
Our results suggested that E4orf4 binds across the putative

B55a substrate binding groove and thus access of substrates may

be obstructed (Figure 2A). One known PP2AB55a substrate is p107,

a member of the Rb pocket protein family [54–56]. Figure 7A

shows that expression of HA-E4orf4 in the absence and presence

of exogenous FLAG-B55a results in hyperphosphorylation of

p107, as indicated by reduced p107 mobility on SDS-PAGE. To

test the effect of E4orf4 on p107 binding to B55a, co-

immunoprecipitation experiments were conducted using wild type

B55a, two B55a mutants that no longer bind to E4orf4 (D340K

and E91A/E93A/E94A/F343A), as well as another B55a mutant

previously shown to no longer bind to p107 (D197K) [54]. These

B55a species were expressed in H1299 cells in the absence and

presence of E4orf4. Figure 7B shows that wild type B55a
interacted with p107; however, in the presence of E4orf4, this

interaction was greatly reduced. With B55a mutants D340K and

E91A/E93A/E94A/F343A, p107 binding occurred at high levels

regardless of the presence or absence of E4orf4. The B55a D197K

mutant failed to bind p107, and this effect did not change in the

presence of E4orf4. Although simple binding assays such as these

might not reflect activity against p107, these results do strongly

support our hypothesis that, at least in the case of some substrates,

E4orf4 inhibits PP2A activity by preventing access to the

holoenzyme.

Role of E4orf4 in viral infection: E4orf4 targets ASF/SF2/
SRSF1 to PP2AB55a

We have been aware for some time that induction of cell toxicity

may not represent the true role of E4orf4 during adenovirus

infection. E4orf4 killing is dose-dependent [7,12] and Figure 8A

shows by western blotting against FLAG that the level of E4orf4

expression during a typical infection with wild type Ad5 expressing

FLAG-E4orf4 [57] is more than an order of magnitude lower than

that required for efficient cell death in routine killing assays where

E4orf4 is expressed via plasmid DNA or viral vector. Thus other

E4orf4 functions may be of much more importance to the virus.

E4orf4 is known to facilitate the switch in viral mRNA expression

Table 3. Summary of cell growth assays with Cdc55 mutants.

Cdc55 Point Mutations Ability to Bind E4orf4 Rescue From Toxicity Rapamycin Sensitivity Location of Mutation

WT ++++ 2 ++++ n/a

D342K ++++ 2 ++++ north

E345K ++++ + ++++ north

D347K 2 ++ ++++ north

D342K/E345K/D347K 2 ++ ++++ north

E82K ++ ++ ++++ south

E84K + ++ ++++ south

E85K ++ +++ ++++ south

K86E ++++ ++++ ++++ south

E82K/E84K/E85K/K86E 2 ++ ++++ south

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.t003
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from early to late genes [58] and was found to interact with the SR

proteins ASF/SF2/SRSF1 and SRp30c. Furthermore, E4orf4

point mutants that no longer associate with either PP2A or ASF/

SF2/SRSF1 were found incapable of relieving the repressive effect

of SR proteins on splicing of late adenoviral mRNA. These results

suggested that the dephosphorylation of ASF/SF2/SRSF1 by

PP2A alters splice site selection to allow late viral protein

production [59]. Thus the actual role of E4orf4 in the infectious

cycle may be to deliver critical substrates to B55-containing PP2A

holoenzymes, including ASF/SF2/SRSF1, as it has been found to

be an E4orf4 interacting partner (Teodoro, J.G., unpublished

results; [59]).

Thus we performed co-immunoprecipitation experiments using

EGFP-ASF/SF2/SRSF1, HA-E4orf4, and FLAG-B55a. Figure 8B

Figure 4. Mutations south of the substrate binding groove also affect E4orf4 association with B55a and Cdc55. E4orf4 association with
mammalian B55a and yeast Cdc55 mutants affecting regions south of the putative substrate binding groove. (A) Co-immunoprecipitation
experiments similar to those shown in Figure 3B where wild type FLAG-Cdc55 or mutant species (E82K, E84K, E85K, K86E and E82K/E84K/E85K/K86E)
were immunoprecipitated using anti-FLAG antibodies and western blots performed using anti-HA antibodies to detect binding of HA-E4orf4 (top).
Reciprocal co-immunoprecipitation experiments where HA-E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated using anti-HA antibodies and western blots performed
using anti-FLAG antibodies to detect binding of wild type or mutant FLAG-Cdc55 to HA-E4orf4 (bottom). Co-immunoprecipitation between wild type
and mutant Cdc55 species and the A subunit Tpd3 was assessed to determine whether the mutation altered the global protein structure. Whole cell
extracts (WCE) shown for HA-E4orf4 and Tpd3 (middle). (B) Co-immunoprecipitation experiments similar to those shown in Figure 3A where HA-
E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated using anti-HA antibodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG antibodies to detect binding of wild type
FLAG-B55a or mutant species (D340K, I342A, F343A, E91A/E93A/E94A, E91A/E93A/E94A/I342A, and E91A/E93A/E94A/F343A). All mutant B55a species
were immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG antibodies and western blots performed using anti-PP2A A antibodies to detect the PP2A holoenzyme-
forming abilities of B55a mutants. Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for FLAG-B55a species, HA-E4orf4, and PP2A A scaffolding subunit.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g004
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Figure 5. B55a residues involved in Tau dephosphorylation and E4orf4 binding. Studies to relate E4orf4 binding to that of the Tau
substrate. (A) Co-immunoprecipitation experiments similar to those in Figures 3 and 4 where HA-E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated using anti-HA
antibodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG antibodies to detect binding of wild type FLAG-B55a to mutant species (D340K, I342A,
F343A, D116K, D197K, D116K/F343A, and D197K/F343A). All mutant B55a species were immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG antibodies and western
blots performed using anti-PP2A A antibodies to detect the PP2A holoenzyme-forming abilities. Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for FLAG-B55a
species, HA-E4orf4, and PP2A A scaffolding subunit. (B) Co-immunoprecipitations were performed as in (A) with wild type FLAG-B55a or mutant
species (E27R, K48E, D197K, E27R/K48E/D197K, F343A, E27R/F343A, K48E/F343A, and D197K/F343A). Residues E27, K48, and D197 have been
previously shown to be involved in the dephosphorylation of Tau [50].
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g005

Figure 6. Binding of class II E4orf4 mutants to B55a mutants. Co-immunoprecipitation experiments where HA-E4orf4 (WT) or class II mutants
K88A and W21A were immunoprecipitated using anti-HA antibodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG antibodies to detect binding of
wild type FLAG-B55a or mutant species (F343A or E91K/E93K/E94K). Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for HA-E4orf4 and FLAG-B55a species.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g006
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shows that an interaction between E4orf4 and ASF/SF2/SRSF1

was detected, as found previously [59]; however, we also observed

that an interaction between B55a and ASF/SF2/SRSF1 occurred

only in the presence of E4orf4, suggesting that E4orf4 targets

ASF/SF2/SRSF1 to B55a-containing PP2A holoenzymes.

Figure 8C shows that whereas B55a associated with ASF/SF2/

SRSF1 in the presence of wild type E4orf4 or the class II E4orf4

mutant K88A, no such association was seen with the class I

mutant R81A/F84A. These results were in agreement with a

previous report suggesting that an active PP2A complex is

required for E4orf4-induced SR protein dephosphorylation and

late viral mRNA splicing [59]. Additionally, we performed co-

immunoprecipitation experiments to determine interactions

between endogenous ASF/SF2/SRSF1 and B55a during adeno-

virus infection. Figure 8D shows that B55a was only capable of

interacting with ASF/SF2/SRSF1 in the presence of FLAG-

E4orf4. Moreover, during the course of a 24 h infection with wild

type Ad5 expressing FLAG-E4orf4, the interaction between

ASF/SF2/SRSF1 and B55a was enhanced compared to a similar

infection involving adenovirus lacking E4orf4. These results

suggest that during adenovirus infection, ASF/SF2/SRSF1 is

targeted to the B55a form of PP2A in an E4orf4-dependent

manner.

Discussion

Our previous studies suggested that E4orf4 binding to the

regulatory subunit B55a inhibits PP2A activity against at least

some substrates [12]. To determine the molecular basis for this

inhibition we used a genetic approach to elucidate E4orf4 binding

sites. Figures 2A and 2B summarize all mutations made in both

B55a and Cdc55, respectively. The magenta highlighted residues

on the B55a structure (listed in Table 4 with their E4orf4 binding

abilities relative to wild type B55a) in the PP2AB55a holoenzyme

(Figure 2A) indicate the location of mutations that reduced or

eliminated E4orf4 binding. Similarly, indicated on the predicted

Cdc55 structure (Figure 2B) are magenta highlighted residues

(listed in Table 4 with their E4orf4 binding abilities relative to wild

type Cdc55), which represent sites on Cdc55 to which E4orf4

binds. Our current results suggest that E4orf4 binds to a distinct

helical region of both B55a and Cdc55 located on the north side of

the putative substrate binding groove (Figure 2). This region of

B55a was also identified in a recent study published while the

present report was being prepared [23]. The Phe343 residue

identified by Horowitz et al. as being involved in E4orf4 binding

was the only residue in common with our current study. Although

this group identified Tyr337 as being involved in E4orf4 binding,

in our hands this same residue converted to either Ala or Phe

showed no loss of E4orf4 binding (Table 1); however, both studies

pointed to the helical region north of the putative substrate binding

groove as a region of interaction for E4orf4. Horowitz et al. also

implicated an adjacent helix region containing Phe280. We did

not find this particular helix to be involved in E4orf4 binding as

alteration of Glu283 had no effect. Nevertheless we did not

systematically examine this helix and thus the E4orf4 north binding

site on B55a may be broader than that proposed in our study. But

importantly, in addition to this north region identified by both

groups, we found that a region in both B55a and Cdc55 directly

across and just south of the putative substrate binding groove is also

implicated in E4orf4 binding (Figure 2). Amino acid alterations in

this region had a greater effect with Cdc55 than with B55a as

mutations in this area of Cdc55 alone were sufficient to eliminate

interactions with E4orf4 (Figure 4A) whereas combinatorial

mutations were necessary with B55a (Figure 4B). These findings

were not surprising as there are minor differences between the

B55a structure and the predicted Cdc55 structure in this region

(Figure 1 and Figure 2) and clearly E4orf4 has evolved to associate

with mammalian B55a not Cdc55. Nevertheless, binding of

E4orf4 to corresponding regions of both Cdc55 and B55a appears

to exert similar downstream biological effects in yeast and

mammalian cells in terms of toxicity and cell cycle perturbations

[9,11–14].

Correlation of E4orf4 binding with toxicity in yeast (Table 3,

and Figures S1 and S2) indicated that although a high degree of

association was found between the E4orf4 binding and toxicity

with Cdc55 north mutants, this correlation was less perfect with

some of the Cdc55 south mutants. Perhaps such minor discrep-

ancies, particularly with the K86E Cdc55 mutant, are compa-

rable to class II E4orf4 mutants, which, despite being able to

associate with B55a, are defective in cell killing [7]. As shown in

Figure 7. E4orf4 causes p107 hyperphosphorylation and prevents binding of p107 to PP2AB55a. Effects of E4orf4 on PP2AB55a substrate
p107. (A) Whole cell extracts (WCE) prepared from cells transfected with HA-E4orf4 and FLAG-B55a and western blots performed using anti-p107,
anti-FLAG, and anti-HA antibodies. (B) Co-immunoprecipitation experiments where wild type FLAG-B55a or mutant species (D340K, E91A/E93A/
E94A/F343A, and D197K) were immunoprecipitated using anti-FLAG antibodies and western blots performed using anti-p107 antibodies. WCE shown
for HA-E4orf4, FLAG-B55a species, and p107.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g007
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Figure 6, class II E4orf4 mutants bind to B55a in a very unstable

manner as may be the case for E4orf4 binding to the K86E

Cdc55 mutant. The observation that some Cdc55 mutants that

co-immunoprecipitated less well with E4orf4 were still partially

able to transduce E4orf4 toxicity resembles results obtained by

Horowitz et al. with B55a in very different analyses in which,

using nuclear condensation and fragmentation as a measure of

cell killing, they demonstrated only a small statistical reduction in

toxicity even with north B55a mutants defective in E4orf4 binding

[23].

Our data strongly suggest that E4orf4 binding to B/B55

subunits traverses the putative substrate binding groove and

subsequently may interfere with interactions of some or all

substrates (Figure 2). The distance between the regions north and

south of the putative substrate binding groove of B55a is between

Figure 8. E4orf4 targets ASF/SF2/SRSF1 to PP2AB55a. Role of
E4orf4 in adenovirus infection. (A) SDS-PAGE analysis comparing the
expression levels of FLAG-E4orf4 by plasmid DNA transfection (5 mg of
protein extract loaded) and adenovirus infection at a multiplicity of
infection (MOI) of 5 with Ad5 FLAG-E4orf4 virus of H1299 cells (100 mg
of protein extract loaded). (B) Co-immunoprecipitation experiments
where HA-E4orf4 was immunoprecipitated using anti-HA antibodies
and western blots performed using anti-EGFP antibodies to detect
interactions between HA-E4orf4 and EGFP-ASF/SF2/SRSF1. Additionally,
EGFP-ASF/SF2/SRSF1 was immunoprecipitated using anti-EGFP anti-
bodies and western blots performed using anti-FLAG antibodies to
detect interactions between EGFP-ASF/SF2/SRSF1 and FLAG-B55a.
Whole cell extracts (WCE) shown for EGFP-ASF/SF2/SRSF1, FLAG-B55a,
and HA-E4orf4. (C) Similar co-immunoprecipitation experiments were
performed as in (B) except with the addition of class II (HA-E4orf4 K88A)
and class I (HA-E4orf4 R81A/F84A) E4orf4 mutants. (D) Co-immunopre-
cipitation experiments where ASF/SF2/SRSF1 was immunoprecipitated
using anti-ASF antibodies and western blots performed using anti-B55a
antibodies to detect interactions between ASF/SF2/SRSF1 and B55a

during the course of infection (MOI = 20) with virus lacking E4orf4
(E4orf4-) and wild type Ad5 FLAG-E4orf4 (14 h and 24 h), as well as
FLAG-E4orf4 transfection. All loadings for WCE were equal except for
FLAG-E4orf4 where 100 mg of protein extract was loaded in samples
involving infection and 25 mg for those of transfection.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.g008

Table 4. Summary of B55a and Cdc55 mutants that affected
E4orf4 binding.

Protein Point Mutations Ability to Bind E4orf4

B55a WT ++++

D340K 2

E91A/E93A/E94A/I342A ++

F343A ++

E91A/E93A/E94A/F343A 2

E27R/F343A 2

D116K/F343A +

D197K/F343A 2

D340A/F343A 2

I342A/F343A 2

I342A/F343A/K345A 2

Cdc55 WT ++++

E82A +++

E84A ++

E85A +++

E82A/E84A/E85A/K86A 2

E82K ++

E84K +

E85K ++

E82K/E84K/E85K/K86E 2

D347A 2

D342A/E345A/D347A 2

D347K 2

D342K/E345K/D347K 2

Y344A ++

Y344F ++

I349A 2

F350A 2

K352A ++

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.1003742.t004
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15 to 25 Å, a distance that could potentially accommodate a single

E4orf4 protein molecule. Although the structure of E4orf4 has not

been determined, it is predicted to be composed of three helices

[23] that could potentially bind to Cdc55 or B55a across the

substrate binding groove. Our group and others have found that

E4orf4 expression correlates with reduced PP2A activity against at

least some potential PP2AB55a substrates such as p70S6K and 4E-

BP1 [12,52], and we hypothesized that E4orf4 induces cell death

by blocking the ability of PP2AB55 to dephosphorylate key

substrates. We now have strong evidence in support of this

hypothesis as we demonstrated that E4orf4 inhibits the binding of

substrate p107 to PP2AB55a (Figure 7). These results also validated

the functional role of the substrate binding groove proposed for

this region in a previous analysis of B55a [50]. Two of three

residues shown previously to be implicated in Tau dephosphor-

ylation, Glu27 and Asp197, appear to be involved in binding

E4orf4, although the third, Lys48, was not (Figure 5B), thus

suggesting a partial overlap. Interestingly, Asp197 of B55a was

previously found to be involved in p107 binding [54], an

observation confirmed in our studies (Figure 7B). Taken together,

these findings suggest that there may be an important overlap for

interactions between B55a and its substrates and with E4orf4. We

have attempted to conduct similar binding studies with Tau and

certain other putative PP2AB55a substrates; however, we were not

able to find conditions to detect stable interactions. It is possible

that p107 may be retained more readily than most substrates

because it is multiply phosphorylated. The fact that the E4orf4

binding site on B55a does not completely conform to the putative

substrate binding site allows the possibility that binding of some

substrates to PP2AB55a holoenzymes could still occur in the

presence of E4orf4. Nevertheless E4orf4 could serve as a unique

tool in identifying at least some as yet unidentified PP2AB55

substrates.

Several scenarios by which E4orf4 could modify PP2A activity

are possible. In addition to inhibiting PP2A activity, E4orf4 could

target substrates to the PP2A holoenzyme, or E4orf4 binding

could even modify the substrate binding groove such that it could

accommodate new substrates; however, we believe that these

functions are probably not crucial for the selective killing of

human tumor cells. Inhibition of PP2A activity actually enhances

toxicity in mammalian tumor cells [12], suggesting that PP2A

phosphatase activity per se is not important for toxicity. Our

model is that when overexpressed, E4orf4 titrates out the pool of

functional PP2AB55 holoenzymes, thus preventing dephosphory-

lation of substrates critical for cell survival. This effect might be

informative in terms of PP2A function and, as E4orf4 kills human

cancer cells preferentially, of potential importance for the

development of new cancer therapies related to regulation of

PP2A. Nevertheless, we consider that this toxicity represents an

artifact of overexpression relative to its function during adeno-

virus replication.

We believe that the function of the E4orf4 protein for the virus

is largely to deliver critical substrates to B/B55-containing PP2A

holoenzymes. To this end we examined one substrate the

dephosphorylation of which was known to be affected by

E4orf4, ASF/SF2/SRSF1, an SR protein that mediates alterna-

tive splicing of late viral mRNAs [58]. Studies involving E4orf4

mutants suggested that an interaction between E4orf4, ASF/SF2/

SRSF1, and an active PP2A complex was required for E4orf4-

induced SR protein dephosphorylation [59]. Confirming these

early results, we showed that E4orf4 targets ASF/SF2/SRSF1 to

PP2AB55a (Figure 8B and 8D). Given these findings we believe that

perhaps many additional targets that optimize adenovirus

replication remain to be identified.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines and yeast strains
Human H1299 (p532/2) cells (ATCC CRL-5803) were

cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium with 4.5 g/L

glucose, L-glutamine and sodium pyruvate (Wisent) supplemented

with 10% fetal calf serum (Wisent). Yeast strain YS95 [41], from a

W303 background (MATa ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11 leu2-3,112

cdc55::TRP1), was used and yeast cell growth assays were

performed as previously described [14].

Plasmids and viruses
DNA plasmids pcDNA3-HA-E4orf4 and pcDNA3-FLAG-B55a

for mammalian cell expression have previously been described [7].

Throughout, we have used cDNAs expressing rat B55a, which is

identical in amino acid sequence to human B55a except for the

conservative change of Ile310 to Val. B55a point mutants with

amino acid substitutions were generated by site-directed PCR

mutagenesis, with conditions as previously described [49]. The

pEGFP-SF2 plasmid was obtained through Addgene (plasmid

17990).

Cdc55 point mutants with amino acid substitutions were

generated in a similar fashion, also using site-directed PCR

mutagenesis. Plasmid DNA used was p415CDC55pr-FLAG-CDC55

as template. This plasmid was created with the p415GAL1 vector

(ATCC), where the GAL1 promoter was removed by restriction

enzyme digestion with SacI/BamHI and replaced by the endoge-

nous CDC55 promoter (500 bp) using primers Fwd – 59-GA-

ATTCGAGCTCTGCTGATGCCGCCAAGAAG-39, and Rev –

59-CGGGATCCCATTGTGCGCTATATTATATTTC-39, sub-

cloned from the pRS425CDC55 plasmid (a gift from Howard

Bussey, McGill University). FLAG-CDC55 was subcloned into this

p415CDC55pr vector through HindIII/XhoI restriction enzyme

digests of pcDNA3-FLAG-CDC55. HA-E4orf4 was subcloned into

the p426GAL1 or pYES2 expression vector as previously described

[14].

Construction of FLAG-E4orf4 and E4orf4- viruses was

described previously [57]. It is derived from the wild type virus

H5pg4100 which is partially deleted for the E3 region and adds a

FLAG tag in frame at the carboxyl terminus of the E4orf4 protein.

Mammalian cell DNA transfections and yeast cell
transformations

H1299 cells plated onto 100 mm diameter dishes and trans-

fected with plasmid DNAs using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen),

as specified by the manufacturer. Three ml of Lipofectamine 2000

reagent was used per 1 mg of DNA transfected. For all

experiments, 3 mg of pcDNA3-FLAG-B55a species (wild type or

mutant) and 3 mg of pcDNA3-HA-E4orf4 (wild type or mutant

species) were transfected.

Aforementioned yeast expression plasmids were transformed

into YS95 as previously described [14]. Briefly, yeast transforma-

tions were performed using the one-step method [60]. Transfor-

mants were selected on synthetic complete media containing 2%

glucose and the appropriate auxotrophic supplements.

Cell lysis, co-immunoprecipitations and western blotting
H1299 cells were harvested 24 h post-transfection and lysed

for 30 min on ice with lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5,

150 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 5% glycerol)

supplemented with 2 mM DTT, 4 mM NaF, 2 mM NaPP,

500 mM Na3VO4, 200 mg/ml PMSF, 2 mg/ml aprotinin, 5 mg/ml

leupeptin. 500 mg-1 mg of protein extract was used for co-

immunoprecipitations. Antibodies used in co-immunoprecipitations
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were as follows: mouse monoclonal anti-HA (HA.11, Covance),

mouse monoclonal anti-FLAG (M2, Sigma-Aldrich), mouse

monoclonal anti-GFP (JL-8, Living Colors), and mouse mono-

clonal anti-SF2/ASF (Zymed, 32-4500). Protein extracts were

pre-cleared with a 50% Protein G/50% Protein A agarose

slurry (Millipore). Incubation of lysates with appropriate

antibodies was followed by incubation with Protein A/G slurry.

Immunoprecipitates were washed five times with lysis buffer,

heated in sample buffer for 5 min, followed by SDS-PAGE,

transfer to PVDF membranes (Millipore) and western blotting

with appropriate antibodies. Whole cell extracts (WCE) were

prepared using 20–50 mg of total protein. Antibodies used for

western blotting included: rabbit polyclonal anti-FLAG (Sigma-

Aldrich), rabbit polyclonal anti-HA (Sigma-Aldrich), anti-GFP

mouse monoclonal (JL-8, Living Colors), rabbit polyclonal anti-

p107 (C-18, Santa Cruz), rabbit polyclonal anti-PP2A A (07-

250, Millipore), and mouse monoclonal PP2A B55a (2G9,

Upstate). Membranes were incubated with secondary antibody

linked to horse radish peroxidase (Jackson ImmunoResearch)

followed by ECL detection (PerkinElmer).

Yeast cells were cultured as previously described [14]. Briefly,

yeast were grown in 2% glucose-containing medium overnight,

transferred to 2% raffinose for 2 h and resuspended in fresh

medium containing 2% raffinose and 2% galactose for 6 h to

induce E4orf4 expression. Cells were then harvested and lysates

were prepared as previously described [14]. For co-immunopre-

cipitations, 1 mg of lysate was pre-cleared with a 50% Protein A/

50% Protein G Agarose slurry (Millipore) and then incubated with

anti-HA or anti-FLAG antibodies before being washed five times

with lysis buffer, heated in sample buffer for 5 min, followed by

SDS-PAGE, PVDF transfer and western blotting with appropriate

antibodies. WCE were prepared with 20–50 mg of total protein

extract. Immunoblotting was performed with the indicated

antibodies. Anti-HA (HA.11, Covance), anti-FLAG (M2, Sigma-

Aldrich), and anti-Tpd3 (a gift from James R. Broach, Princeton)

antibodies were all used.

Rendering of Cdc55 and B55a structures
The PP2AB55a structure was obtained from the Protein Data

Bank (DOI: 10.2210/pdb3dw8/pdb). The predicted structure of

Cdc55 was generated using ModWeb Version SVN.r1368M, a

server for protein structure modeling based on Modeller software

[61]. The structure of B55a, PP2AB55a and the predicted structure

of Cdc55 were viewed and modified using the PyMol Molecular

Graphics System, Version 1.20 (DeLano Scientific, Schrödinger,

LLC).

Supporting Information

Figure S1 Cell growth assays for north Cdc55 mutants.
Cell growth assays were conducted in the presence of empty vector

or E4orf4-expressing plasmid DNA in a cdc55D background yeast

strain (YS95) exogenously expressing either empty vector, wild

type (WT) Cdc55, or Cdc55 north mutants (D342K, E345K,

D347K, D342K/E345K/D347K) under its normal promoter.

Cell growth assays were performed on three different types of

growth conditions: 2% glucose medium as a control where E4orf4

is not expressed (A); 2% glucose medium containing 100 nM

rapamycin to test the PP2A holoenzyme-forming capability of the

Cdc55 species (B); and 2% raffinose/galactose medium to induce

E4orf4 expression (C). Results are summarized in Table 3.

(EPS)

Figure S2 Cell growth assays for south Cdc55 mutants.
Cell growth assays similar to those in Supplementary Figure S1

were conducted in the presence of empty vector or E4orf4-

expressing plasmid DNA in a cdc55D background yeast strain

(YS95) exogenously expressing either empty vector, wild type

(WT) Cdc55, or the different Cdc55 south mutants (E82K, E84K,

E85K, K86E, E82K/E84K/E85K/K86E) under its normal

promoter. Cell growth assays were performed on three different

types of growth conditions: 2% glucose medium as a control where

E4orf4 is not expressed (A); 2% glucose medium containing

100 nM Rapamycin to test the PP2A holoenzyme-forming

capability of the Cdc55 species (B); and 2% raffinose/galactose

medium to induce E4orf4 expression (C). Results are summarized

in Table 3.

(EPS)
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